STEP OUTLINE FOR “The Luckiest Woman on Earth” DOCUMENTARY

Log line: Suspiciously lucky woman acts like an angel to cover her devilish scam
Protagonist: Joan Ginther

1. JOAN GINTHER IS THE SOUL OF GENEROSITY
   [therefore]

2. SHE’S UNUSUAL IN BISHOP TX BECAUSE BISHOP IS DYING
   [but]

3. THE ONE THING IN BISHOP THAT ISN’T DYING IS THE STORE WHERE GINTHER BUYS THE TICKETS
   [therefore]

4. NOT EVERYONE THINKS JOAN IS A SAINT, THEY RESENT HER FOR HOGGING THE LUCK
   [therefore]

5. THEY THINK HER FRIEND, STORE OWNER SUN BAE, ACTS KIND OF SUSPICIOUS, TOO
   [but]

6. JOAN DOESN’T LIVE IN TEXAS BUT IN VEGAS, SO HOW IS THIS HER FAULT?
   [but]

7. JOAN WAS NOT A SOCIAL WORKER OR DO-GOODER BEFORE HER FATHER WON LOTTERY AND THEN NOT FOR TEN YEARS
   [therefore]

8. SHE MIGHT BE A SCAMMER – HERE’S A POSSIBLE METHODOLOGY FOR JOAN
   [therefore]

9. MAYBE THE EXPERTS WHO SAY ODDS ARE IT’S A SCAM ARE RIGHT
   [but]
10. THAT WOULD MAKE HER A SCAMMER NOT LUCKY AND THAT WOULD BE BAD FOR THE BELIEVERS IN BISHOP, SO LET THEM THINK JOAN IS A SAINT, OKAY?